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Block a Month

Just a short note to remind those
who have entered the 30th Anniversary Challenge to bring in their quilt
in a bag of pillowcase with your
name on the outside and which
category you are entering the quilt
in. You will need to get it there by
6:00 p.m. in order to give Judie and I
a chance to display and mark them
for balloting.

The final step to our "make your own block a month" is to add a final sashing
strip between each block that consists of a 16 1/2" by 2 1/2" strip of background
fabric. When connecting the rows together, add the same strip with a 2 1/2" cornerstone using any of your star fabrics. Finally, add a border of your choosing. I
like to add a border of background fabric as a first border to make the stars
"float". Call me if you need more instructions . . . Kathy
Please bring your finished quilt top to the November meeting.

Kathy Clarke and
Paula Jaster
Block theme for the year: Stars
Block for August: Spinning Star
Block for September: Starstruck

Gail Simmons and
Judie Kirkhart

500 Frog Project

At the August meeting, Barb Ignatius and Heidi Baird introduced the
500 Frogs Project for the children of
Japan displaced by the tsunami, and
handed out instructions to create
pouches for this worthy crosscultural exchange. One of our members, Ruth Meador, answered the
call and responded with 50
pouches!
Many
thanks to
Ruth and
her talents.

Seven Sisters
Challenge

Included with this newsletter is
the application form for next year’s
Seven Sisters Challenge Quilt, and a
sample of the fabricl. The form is
also available on our website.
The applications aren’t due until
February, but since we are limited in
fabric, each guild only has 11 of the
12”x22” pieces of fabric. We hope
some guilds won’t use all of theirs,
but some will want more, so if you
want to do this challenge, don’t wait
for the February deadline. This is
truly first-come first-served!
The SLO Quilters rep for this year is
Smitty, so when you turn in your
application and pay your $5 you will
get your fabric.

New Members
and Changes
Here's one of the
Japanese children
picking out his frog.

Suzanne McDermott
1911 Pineridge Drive
Cambria 93428
New Member:

Kelly Trost
2600 Solano Road Apt A
Shell Beach 93449
255-6068 slobills@charter.net
Patsy Hobson
patsyhobson@att.net
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Membership
Message

Julie Towery
The membership maven has removed her hat and grabbed the
crown of the coffee can queen. Lots
of items to make up for lost time bring lots of moola.

Christmas
Stockings

Paula Jaster
Thank you quilters for
the stockings turned in at the last
meeting!!!!! Please continue sewing so you can bring them to the
October meeting. If you are unable
to attend, please call me to arrange
a drop off or pick up of them! I
would like to receive most stockings by the October meeting so they
can be turned in with plenty of time
for filling and dispersal. We will also
accept stockings at the November
meeting, too, if needed. As in years
past, you may also include items
with which to fill them. Thanks
again!!
Any questions, call Paula @ 215
0710. Happy sewing!
PS There will be a prize for most
stockings turned in by a friendship
group and another prize for most
turned in by an individual!!!

